
94 arrested in Medicare fraud totalling RM804mil

MIAMI Elderly Russian immigrants lined up
to take kickbacks from the backroom of a
Brooklyn clinic Claims flooded in from Miami
for HIV treatments that never occurred One
professional patient was named in nearly
4 000 false Medicare claims
Authorities said busts carried out this week

in Miami New York City Detroit Houston
and Baton Rouge Louisiana were the largest
Medicare fraud takedown in history part of
a massive overhaul in the way federal officials
are preventing and prosecuting the crimes in
the US insurance programme for the elderly

In all 94 people including several doc
tors and nurses were charged on Friday
in scams totaling US 251mil RM804mil
Federal authorities while touting the opera
tion cautioned that the cases represented
only a fraction of the estimated US 60bil to
US 90bil RM192bil to RM288bil in Medicare
fraud absorbed by taxpayers each year

For the first time federal officials have the
power to overhaul the system under Obama s
Affordable Care Act which gives them author

ity to stop paying a provider they suspect is
fraudulent Critics have complained the cur
rent process did nothing more than rubber
stamp payments to fraudulent providers

That world is coming to an end Health and
Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius
said after speaking at a healthcare fraud pre
vention summit in Miami We ve got new
ways to go after folks that we ve never had
before
Officials said they chose Miami because

it was ground zero for Medicare fraud gen
erating roughly US 3bil RM9 6bil a year
Authorities indicted 33 suspects in the Miami
area accused of charging Medicare for about
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US 140mil RM448bil in various scams
Suspects across America were accused of

billing Medicare for unnecessary equipment
physical therapy and other treatments that
patients never received In one US 72mil
RM230bil scam at Bay Medical in Brooklyn
clinic owners submitted bogus physical ther
apy claims for elderly Russian immigrants

AP
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